Induced peptide conformations in different antibody complexes: molecular modeling of the three-dimensional structure of peptide-antibody complexes using NMR-derived distance restraints.
Intramolecular interactions in bound cholera toxin peptide (CTP3) in three antibody complexes were studied by two-dimensional transferred NOE spectroscopy. These measurements together with previously recorded spectra that show intermolecular interactions in these complexes were used to obtain restraints on interproton distances in two of these complexes (TE32 and TE33). The NMR-derived distance restraints were used to dock the peptide into calculated models for the three-dimensional structure of the antibody combining site. It was found that TE32 and TE33 recognize a loop comprising the sequence VPGSQHID and a beta-turn formed by the sequence VPGS. The third antibody, TE34, recognizes a different epitope within the same peptide and a beta-turn formed by the sequence IDSQ. Neither of these two turns was observed in the free peptide. The formation of a beta-turn in the bound peptide gives a compact conformation that maximizes the contact with the antibody and that has greater conformational freedom than alpha-helix or beta-sheet secondary structure. A total of 15 antibody residues are involved in peptide contacts in the TE33 complex, and 73% of the contact area in the antibody combining site consists of the side chains of aromatic amino acids. A comparison of the NMR-derived models for CTP3 interacting with TE32 and TE33 with the previously derived model for TE34 reveals a relationship between amino acid sequence and combining site structure and function. (a) The three aromatic residues that interact with the peptide in TE32 and TE33 complexes, Tyr 32L, Tyr 32H, and Trp 50H, are invariant in all light chains sharing at least 65% identity with TE33 and TE32 and in all heavy chains sharing at least 75% identity with TE33. Although TE34 differs from TE32 and TE33 in its fine specificity, these aromatic residues are conserved in TE34 and interact with its antigen. Therefore, we conclude that the role of these three aromatic residues is to participate in nonspecific hydrophobic interactions with the antigen. (b) Residues 31, 31c, and 31e of CDR1 of the light chain interact with the antigen in all three antibodies that we have studied. The amino acids in these positions in TE34 differ from those in TE32 and TE33, and they are involved in specific polar interactions with the antigen. (c) CDR3 of the heavy chain varies considerably both in length and in sequence between TE34 and the two other anti-CTP3 antibodies. These changes modify the shape of the combining site and the hydrophobic and polar interactions of CDR3 with the peptide antigen.